Our clinicians have grown to
appreciate our pioneering
approach...

A case study of
Swift Dental’s
valued clinician,
Whitworth Dental
Care.

This state of the art dental practice,
located just outside Rochdale,
provide routine dental care alongside cosmetic dental procedures
such as implants, veneers, cosmetic
braces and smile make-overs.

Your thoughts on Swift...

Top three factors that have led to
your decision to use Swift...

Since I qualified back in 2010, I have
seen Swift Dental Group grow at an
exponential rate; now they have
transformed into the world of digital
dentistry, thus leading them to be at
the forefront of their industry.

Services you have used...
We have used many of Swift services,
including Crown & Bridge, Dentures,
Whitening Trays and their Chrome
department to name a few…

Brilliant staff, work well with practices
and Swift is competitively priced.

Have you tried any of our digital
products yet - and what was your
and your customers’ feedback?
Yes, we use your Full-Form Zirconia
crowns all the time time, and our patients are always very pleased with the
fantastic results.
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My whole group uses Swift,
and many of my friends/
peers are using Swift Dental
Group, and have been for
many years.
What are the benefits of working
with Swift...
Competitive pricing, superb team
members, very understandable as a
lab and quick turn-around times, thus
leading to improved dental processes
for our practice. Also, Swift as a
business is very approachable,
especially Brian, Gary and
Bernadette!

The clinician’s challenges…
Swift’s laboratory technicians and
customer service team always work
well to resolve any we may have, at an
effective and efficient rate..

Swift’s solution to these
challenges..
Communication is always on point, as
well as a strong management team/
structure in place to resolve any issues
and queries we may have.

What is Swift Dental’s approach?
Swift have a collaborative approach
to all clinicians, maintaining a good
working relationship is key to us.
Plus there’s always consistency with
their products and the quality is never
compromised, and most importantly
at the priced right! Swift has an
amazing digital side to the laboratory,
making them our preferred choice.

Have you attended any of Swift
Dental’s events?
Yes, I have attended the Ash Palmer
event, and it was very good and
exceeded my expectations.
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